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The Trajectory Class Fluctuation Theorem (TCFT) substantially strengthens the Second Law of
Thermodynamics—that, in point of fact, can be a rather weak bound on resource fluxes. Practically,
it improves empirical estimates of free energies, a task known to be statistically challenging, and has
diagnosed successful and failed information processing in experimentally-implemented Josephson-
junction information engines. The development here justifies that empirical analysis, explicating its
mathematical foundations.
The TCFT reveals the thermodynamics induced by macroscopic system transformations for each
measurable subset of system trajectories. In this, it directly combats the statistical challenge of
extremely rare events that dominate thermodynamic calculations. And, it reveals new forms of free
energy—forms that can be solved for analytically and practically estimated. Conceptually, the TCFT
unifies a host of previously-established fluctuation theorems, interpolating from Crooks’ Detailed
Fluctuation Theorem (single trajectories) to Jarzynski’s Equality (trajectory ensembles).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The centuries-old study of thermodynamic fluctuations
was rejuvenated with the discovery of fluctuation theo-
rems in the very-late twentieth century [1–5]. Jarzynski’s
Equality [3] and Crooks’ Detailed Fluctuation Theorem
[6], in particular, have been used to infer and relate ther-
modynamic properties of small systems driven by transfor-
mations very far from equilibrium. Fluctuation theorems
revealed that stochastic deviations from equilibrium in
small-scale systems obey specific functional forms. That
is, fluctuations are lawful.
In fact, the equilibrium Second Law and its nonequi-
librium generalization can be derived from the stronger
equalities provided by fluctuation theorems [5]. In addi-
tion, equilibrium and nonequilibrium free energy changes
are readily obtained from those same stronger equalities
[3, 7]. And, this allows estimating free energies given
sufficient sampling of a thermodynamic process. This
has been carried out successfully for RNA and DNA con-
figurational free energies [8–10] and quantum harmonic
oscillators [11]. However, obtaining free energies is gener-
ally quite challenging statistically due to the existence of
rare events that dominate the exponential average work
[12, 13].
Many of these results rely on averaging thermodynamic
quantities over trajectory ensembles. We recently intro-
duced the Trajectory Class Fluctuation Theorem (TCFT)
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that focuses instead on subsets of trajectories—trajectory
classes [14]. While a restricted form of the TCFT had
been noted previously [13], we present a theorem that
applies to arbitrary measurable subsets of trajectories.
And, we derive a suite of results that lift prior limitations.
Namely, by considering information about one or more
trajectory classes, we markedly strengthen statements of
the Second Law [14]. Practically, too, by using trajectory
classes with high probability, we overcome limitations in
estimating free energy differences due to finite sampling.

The TCFT introduces a new level of flexibility central
to extracting free energy differences in a wide variety
of empirical settings. The Detailed Fluctuation Theo-
rem (DFT) [6], the basis from which these results are
derived, relies on comparing state trajectory probabilities
evaluated from a forward experiment and and a reverse
experiment to evaluate the entropy production in the
forward experiment. However, the predictive capacity
of the DFT is severely hampered by the fact that state
trajectories occupy such a high dimensional space that
it is virtually impossible to sample enough data to re-
liably estimate probabilities. Moreover, it is rare in an
experiment to have complete information about a system
trajectory.

To meet these challenges, the TCFT as presented in Ref.
[14] provides a practical computational advantage by es-
timating entropy from a much smaller space of trajectory
classes—classes that can be tailored to specific experimen-
tal data and constraints. The following further expands
the experimental relevance of the TCFT by generaliz-
ing to the case in which the reverse experiment does
not necessarily start in a special distribution—i.e., the
conjugate distribution to the ending distribution of the
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forward experiment. This requires introducing a new
thermodynamic quantity known as the entropy difference.
This can be interpreted as entropy production only in
special cases, but has important thermodynamic conse-
quences nonetheless. To illustrate, we apply the TCFT
to metastable processes—processes where the system be-
gins and ends in metastable distributions—and show how
to derive metastable free energies with an appropriately
initialized set of experiments [15].
Theoretically, the TCFT unites a wide variety of prior
fluctuation theorems. These include theorems that range
from Crooks’ Detailed Fluctuation Theorem [4] to Jarzyn-
ski’s Integral Fluctuation Theorem [3]. That noted, the
TCFT itself can be derived from broader theorems still
[16, 17]; see App. A. The TCFT’s strength then is in its
balance of specificity and generality.
Our development of the TCFT proceeds as follows. Sec-
tion II presents fluctuation theorem building blocks, cul-
minating in Crooks’ Detailed Fluctuation Theorem (DFT)
and the basic integral fluctuation theorems. Section III
uses the DFT to introduce and prove the TCFT. Section
IV shows how it strengthens the Second Law in light
of process data. The Second Law’s updated forms are
moot, however, without the ability to extract free energy
differences. And so, Sec. V shows how to isolate and
solve for free energy differences beyond the equilibrium
free energy difference. Section VI demonstrates how the
TCFT overcomes the tyranny of rare events when esti-
mating free energies from data. Section VII highlights
related results and surveys how the TCFT encapsulates
them. Finally, we briefly discuss several subtle aspects of
applying the TCFT in Sec. VIII, considering application
to a recent nanoscale flux qubit experiment [14]. Section
IX concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Model, Protocol, and Time Reversal

Consider a system with a time-indexed set {Et} of en-
ergy functions that map system microstates to system
energies, where time runs from t = 0 to t = τ . Each
Et is determined by an external control protocol −→λ and
implemented by adding work energy to or removing it
from the system as the protocol specifies. The system is
also directly coupled to a thermal environment held at
inverse temperature β so that heat energy flows between
the system and environment. No other interactions exist.
These interactions induce a stochastic dynamic on the
system. Denote a particular system microstate as z and a
particular system microstate trajectory as −→z , with −→z (t)

the realized system microstate at time 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . We let
Z denote the set of all possible system microstates and −→Z
the set of all possible system microstate trajectories. The
system’s equilibrium distribution πt for energy landscape
Et is:

πt(z) = e−β(Et(z)−F eq
t ) .

We specify the dynamic via a set of conditional probability
density functions, one for each pair of trajectory −→z and
initial microstate z. This gives the probability of evolving
the system trajectory −→z conditioned on starting in state
z:

Pr−→
λ

(−→Z = −→z |Z0 = z) ,

where −→Z and Z0 are random variables for the trajectory
and the initial microstate, respectively. Call the set of
such trajectories and their probabilities a semiprocess.
For system microstate z, the time-reverse microstate z†,
or simply reverse microstate, is the same microstate
with all components odd under time-reversal flipped
in sign. (Recall momentum or spin.) For microstate
trajectory −→z , −→z † is the reverse microstate trajectory:
(−→z †)(t) = (−→z (τ − t))† for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . If κ is a distri-
bution over system microstates, then κ† is the reverse
distribution, defined by (κ†)(z) = κ(z†). Note that time
reversal of either microstate, trajectory, or distribution is
an involution.
For a given protocol−→λ , consider the corresponding reverse
protocol

−→
λ †. A protocol dictates a set of forces and fields

that are applied to the system as a function of time.
Reversing the forward protocol requires applying these
influences in the reverse order as well as flipping the sign
of time-odd objects like magnetic fields. Reversing a
protocol is then also an involution.

B. Forward and Reverse: Experiments and
Processes

The main objects of study are a system’s forward and
reverse processes, which result from forward and reverse
experiments. The forward experiment consists of an ini-
tial distribution ρ and the forward control protocol −→λ ,
which evolves the distribution over the time interval (0, τ).
Similarly, the reverse experiment applies the reverse con-
trol protocol −→λ † to the initial distribution σ†. We refer
to ρ and σ as privileged distributions, because different
choices for these distributions result in different TCFTs.
Through the control protocol −→λ , the forward experiment
produces the forward semiprocess , where we denote each
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of its probabilities as:

p(−→z |z) ≡ Pr−→
λ

(−→Z = −→z |Z0 = z) ,

Similarly, the reverse semiprocess is obtained under the
reverse protocol −→λ †:

r′(−→z |z) ≡ Pr−→
λ †

(−→Z = −→z |Z0 = z) .

Suppose microscopic reversibility holds for system mi-
crostate trajectory −→z , then:

∆Senv(−→z ) = −βQ(−→z )

= ln p(−→z |−→z (0))
r′(−→z †|(−→z (τ))†)

, (1)

where ∆Senv(−→z ) is the environment’s net entropy change,
Q(−→z ) is the net heat transferred from the environment
to the system over time 0 to τ in the forward experiment,
and we have chosen the units where Boltzmann’s constant
is kB = 1. Recall that microscopic reversibility can be
derived, for example, under Markov [6], Hamiltonian
[12, 18], or Langevin [19] assumptions.

Specifying a process requires both a semiprocess and an
initial microstate distribution. This fully specifies the
system microstate trajectory probability densities:

P (−→z ) ≡ ρ(−→z (0))p(−→z |−→z (0)) .

This can be marginalized to find the state distribution at
any time t:

ρt(z) =
∫
d−→z P (−→z )[−→z (t) = z] ,

where [·] is one if the interior expression is true and zero
otherwise.

The reverse process is that obtained with the reverse
semiprocess and the time reverse of the second privileged
distribution σ. The latter is used as the reverse process’
initial system microstate distribution. In this way, a
system microstate trajectory −→z under the reverse process
has probability density:

R′(−→z ) ≡ (σ†)(−→z (0))r′(−→z |−→z (0)) . (2)

To simplify the following, we use an alternate represen-
tation for the reverse process—the formal reverse repre-
sentation. The probability R(−→z ) of trajectory −→z in this
representation is:

R(−→z ) ≡ R′(−→z †) . (3)

To keep them distinct, the original representation R′(−→z †)
of the reverse process is the physical reverse representa-
tion.

C. Detailed Fluctuation Theorem

Applying the principle of microscopic reversibility to for-
ward and reverse processes leads directly to a detailed
fluctuation theorem (DFT). First, define the system mi-
crostate entropy of a given microstate z for some distri-
bution κ [19] as:

ssys(z;κ) = − ln κ(z) .

Second, define the system entropy difference for a trajec-
tory −→z in terms of the two privileged distributions ρ and
σ:

∆ssys(−→z ) ≡ ssys(−→z (τ);σ)− ssys(−→z (0); ρ)

= ln ρ(−→z (0))
σ(−→z (τ)) . (4)

This is similar, but more general than the change in
system entropy [19] of the forward experiment. The latter
is the difference in surprisal of the system in the forward
experiment:

ln P0(−→z (0))
Pτ (−→z (τ)) .

While the system entropy difference is the change in
system entropy if the reverse experiment is initialized in
the time reversal of the final distribution of the forward
experiment, meaning σ = ρτ .

We designate the entropy difference as the difference in
system microstate entropy and the change in environmen-
tal entropy:

Σ(−→z ) = ∆ssys(−→z ) + ∆Senv(−→z ) . (5)

Again, this is similar, but more general than the familiar
measure of entropy production. When we choose σ to be
the forward process’s final-time distribution, then Σ(−→z )
gives the entropy change of the system plus environment
for −→z . This latter is known as the entropy production of
the forward experiment.

Together in Eq. (5), Eqs. (1) and (4) yield an expression
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for the entropy difference:

Σ(−→z ) = ln ρ(−→z (0))
σ(−→z (τ)) + ln p(−→z |−→z (0))

r′(−→z †|(−→z (τ))†)
(6)

= ln ρ(−→z (0))p(−→z |−→z (0))
σ(−→z (τ))r′(−→z †|(−→z (τ))†)

. (7)

The numerator is P (−→z ). And, by Eqs. (2) and (3):

R(−→z ) = (σ†)((−→z †)(0))r′(−→z †|(−→z †)(0))

= (σ†)((−→z (τ))†)r′(−→z †|(−→z (τ))†)

= σ(−→z (τ))r′(−→z †|(−→z (τ))†) .

These two observations translate Eq. (7) into a DFT:

Σ(−→z ) = ln P (−→z )
R(−→z ) . (8)

In this light, the DFT says that the entropy change van-
ishes only when the forward-process probability matches
the reverse-process probability. This is a generalization of
the Crooks fluctuation theorem [6] to the case of arbitrary
privileged distributions.

D. Work and Free Energy

The following shows that, for any given trajectory, the
entropy difference decomposes into the requisite work in
the forward experiment minus a difference in nonequilib-
rium free energy. Note that the latter is more general
than the change in nonequilibrium free energy of the
forward experiment. This realization yields important
versions of the fluctuation theorems. In particular, it
allows extracting the change of free energy—an important
microstate-distribution-dependent but process-agnostic
quantity—from the work. In this way, free energy is avail-
able from information obtainable from any convenient
process.
To see this, first define the microstate free energy for a
distribution κ and system energy function E:

f(z;κ,E) = E(z) + β−1 ln κ(z) .

Second, define the trajectory free-energy difference for the
forward and reverse processes as:

∆f(−→z ) ≡ f(−→z (τ);σ,Eτ )− f(−→z (0); ρ,E0)

= ∆E(−→z ) + β−1 ln σ(−→z (τ))
ρ(−→z (0)) ,

where ∆E(−→z ) = Eτ (−→z (τ))−E0(−→z (0)). Again, the latter
echoes a familiar thermodynamic quantity: the change in

nonequilibrium free energy ∆F neq for the forward experi-
ment [15]. The free energy difference is the free energy
change when the reverse experiment’s privileged distri-
bution σ is the final-time distribution of the forward
experiment.

Denote by W (−→z ) the work that entered the system due
to the changing forward protocol ~λ. Then, using the
first law—∆E(−→z ) = W (−→z )+Q(−→z )—rewrite the entropy
difference in terms of the work and free energy difference:

Σ(−→z ) = ln ρ(−→z (0))
σ(−→z (τ)) − βQ(−→z )

= β∆E(−→z )− β∆f(−→z )− βQ(−→z )
= β

(
W (−→z )−∆f(−→z )

)
, (9)

And so, the entropy difference is the work in the forward
experiment minus the difference in nonequilibrium free
energy.

E. Ensemble Fluctuation Theorems and the
Second Law

From Eq. (8)’s DFT, it is easy to derive two general
fluctuation theorems. First, there is the nominal ensemble
fluctuation theorem:

〈Σ〉−→Z =
∫
d−→z P (−→z ) ln P (−→z )

R(−→z )
= DKL [P || R]−→Z . (10)

Here, 〈·〉−→Z denotes an ensemble average over all trajec-
tories −→Z . And, DKL [P || R]−→Z is the Kullback-Liebler
divergence between the forward and reverse process tak-
ing all trajectories −→Z as argument.

The divergence tracks the mismatch between the distri-
butions. Generally, it is nonnegative and vanishes only
when the distributions are equal over all events. In the
present case, the ensemble average entropy difference is
zero only when P (−→z ) = R(−→z ) for all −→z ∈ −→Z .

The divergence’s nonnegativity is tantamount to a gener-
alized Second Law of thermodynamics—one that bounds
average entropy differences:

〈Σ〉−→Z ≥ 0 . (11)

This includes the familiar bound on entropy production,
but different choices of the privileged distributions lead
to new bounds on thermodynamic quantities.

Applying Eq. (9), the average free energy change bounds
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the work done in the forward experiment:

〈W 〉−→Z ≥ 〈∆f〉−→Z
=
∫
d−→z P (−→z )∆f(−→z )

=
∫
d−→z P (−→z )f(−→z (τ);σ,Eτ )

−
∫
d−→z P (−→z )f(−→z (0); ρ,E0)

=
∫
dzρτ (z)f(z;σ,Eτ )−

∫
dzρ(z)f(z; ρ,E0).

(12)

Here, ρτ denotes the forward process’s final-time distri-
bution. The average work is determined by the forward
process exclusively and therefore must not have any strict
dependence on the second privileged distribution σ, de-
spite the latter’s appearance in the first term on the RHS.
And yet, the bound must hold for whichever distribution
is chosen for σ.
This begs the question, For which σ is Eq. (12) tightest?
The answer is the final-time distribution ρτ :∫

dzρτ (z)f(z;σ,Eτ ) =
∫
dzρτ (z)[Eτ (z) + β−1 ln σ(z)]

=
∫
dzρτ (z)[Eτ (z) + β−1 ln ρτ (z)

− β−1 ln ρτ (z) + β−1 ln σ(z)]

=
∫
dzρτ (z)f(z; ρτ , Eτ )

− β−1 DKL [ρτ || σ]

≤
∫
dzρτ (z)f(z; ρτ , Eτ ) ,

where:

DKL [ρτ || σ] =
∫
dzρτ (z) ln ρτ (z)

σ(z)

is nonnegative. Therefore, the free energy difference is
generally less than the change in nonequilibrium free en-
ergy. This gives the strongest bound on work production:

〈W 〉−→Z ≥ 〈∆F
neq〉−→Z

≥ 〈∆f〉−→Z . (13)

Even though the nonequilibrium free-energy change for
the forward process provides the tightest bound on work
when it is used in Eq. (12), there are other useful alter-
natives. This flexibility is helpful as it may be difficult
to determine the precise final-time distribution ρτ . Or,
we may be more interested in the system after it relaxes
to its equilibrium state πτ determined by the final-time

energy function Eτ :∫
dzρτ (z)f(z;πτ , Eτ ) =

∫
dzρτ (z)(Eτ (z)

+ β−1 ln[eβ(Eτ (z)−F eq
τ )])

= F eq
τ .

If we start the system in equilibrium ρ = π0, a similar
calculation shows that, from Eq. (12):

〈W 〉−→Z ≥ ∆F eq ,

with:

∆F eq = F eq
τ − F

eq
0 .

Thus, this gives the equilibrium Second Law which applies
to systems that start in equilibrium, but end in arbitrary
distributions close to or far from equilibrium. And so,
it also applies without using any information about the
final distribution of the forward experiment ρτ .

This all said, the assumption of equilibrium is rather re-
strictive. It is often possible to set more informed bounds
on work invested by using incomplete information about
the initial distribution ρ0 and final distribution ρτ . Such
distributions are metastable, but provide a convenient
method of improving work production estimates. Section
VB discusses this shortly.

Finally, from the DFT we can obtain the exponential
ensemble fluctuation theorem:〈

e−Σ〉−→
Z = 1 . (14)

Again assuming equilibrium privileged distributions, the
equilibrium free-energy difference can be extracted from
the average:〈

e−Σ〉−→
Z =

〈
e−β(W−∆F eq)

〉
−→
Z

=
〈
e−βW

〉
−→
Z e

βF eq
,

giving Jarzynski’s Equality:〈
e−βW

〉
−→
Z = e−β∆F eq

. (15)

Remarkably, this allows extracting equilibrium free-energy
differences from work statistics of highly nonequilibrium
processes. However, the exponential free-energy difference
cannot be extracted from the ensemble average for all
forward-process privileged distributions.
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III. TRAJECTORY CLASS FLUCTUATION
THEOREM

The preceding results on nonequilibrium thermodynamic
processes are statements concerning either individual tra-
jectories or ensemble averages—that is, averages over all
trajectories. As we will see, though, a markedly broader
picture emerges when considering processes that lie be-
tween. Specifically, the following treats arbitrary subsets
of trajectories, called trajectory classes, as the main play-
ers in analyzing fluctuations. The resulting trajectory class
fluctuation theorem (TCFT) reveals relationships involv-
ing probabilities of trajectory classes, averages conditioned
on trajectory classes, and thermodynamic quantities of
interest. And, the results include strengthened versions
of the Second Law, solving for general free energies from
works, and statistically efficient methods of finding those
free energies from data. Additionally, the TCFT provides
a general form that subsumes many fluctuation theorems.
The section begins introducing trajectory classes and
relevant relationships and probabilities involving them.
Then it establishes the TCFT from these building blocks.
It ends with a discussion of the TCFT’s scope, suggesting
a way to treat zero-probability classes and providing an
example use.

A. Trajectory Classes

Formally, the trajectory classes C must constitute a σ-
algebra from which forward and reverse processes assign
probabilities. However, to stay with the physics, the
following does not focus on measure-theoretic details.
Instead, it interprets any trajectory subset of practical
interest to be part of the assumed σ-algebra and, therefore,
to be a trajectory class. For example, the following sets
may be considered trajectory classes:

1. All trajectories that at a given time 0 ≤ t ≤ τ are
in a specified finite volume of state space,

2. All trajectories that at a given time 0 ≤ t ≤ τ lead
to a particular state,

3. All trajectories that have an entropy difference in a
specified finite range of values,

4. All trajectories that have a single, particular value
of the entropy difference, and

5. Nearly a single trajectory: all trajectories that
match a given trajectory on a countably dense sub-
set of the times [0, τ ].

See Sec. VII for more examples as they apply to known
results.

For the forward and reverse processes to be well-defined,
the probabilities P (C) and R(C), respectively, of every
trajectory class C ∈ C must be defined. To this end, we
assume that probability densities P (−→z ) and R(−→z ) exist
for all −→z ∈ C. Then, the following holds:

P (C) =
∫
C

d−→z P (−→z ) and R(C) =
∫
C

d−→z R(−→z ) .

Similarly, the forward and reverse class-conditioned tra-
jectory probability densities are:

P (−→z |C) = P (−→z )
P (C) and R(−→z |C) = R(−→z )

R(C) ,

respectively, for nonzero class probabilities and −→z ∈ C.
The class-conditioned densities vanish for −→z /∈ C. We
also make frequent use of class-conditioned expectation
values:

〈f〉C ≡
∫
d−→z P (−→z |C)f(−→z ) ,

for arbitrary functions f of −→Z .

Note that class examples (2), (4), and (5) above do not
have finite volume in trajectory space. Therefore, if we
assume that every trajectory has finite probability density
then trajectory classes of those types have zero probability.
Though our main formalism cannot be applied, the section
discusses the case of trajectory classes of zero probability
at the end.

For empirical uses, the physical reverse representation of
reverse process probabilities is most helpful:

R′(C) = R(C†)

R′(−→z |C) = R(−→z †|C†) ,

where the reverse of class C is:

C† = {−→z |−→z † ∈ C}

= {−→z †|−→z ∈ C} .

We then define two important quantities for any class. The
class reverse surprisal measures how much more surprising
an occurrence of class C is in the reverse process than in
the forward process:

ΘC ≡ ln P (C)
R(C) .

It does not depend on any specific trajectory −→z . The
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class irreversibility, however, explicitly depends on −→z :

ψC(−→z ) = ln P (−→z |C)
R(−→z |C) .

These two quantities form a key decomposition of the
entropy difference:

Σ(−→z ) = ln P (−→z )
R(−→z )

= ln P (C)P (−→z |C)
R(C)R(−→z |C)

= ΘC + ψC(−→z ) , (16)

for −→z ∈ C.

B. Fluctuation Theorem

Let’s consider several fluctuation theorems that arise from
the preceding setup. We introduce two and, given their
close relation, together they constitute the TCFT.
The class irreversibility ψC takes two important forms.
The first when averaged directly; the second when aver-
aging its exponential. When class averaging directly, we
obtain:

ΨC ≡ 〈ψC〉C
= DKL [P || R]C , (17)

where:

DKL [P || R]C ≡
∫
d−→z P (−→z |C) ln P (−→z |C)

R(−→z |C) , (18)

is the class-conditioned divergence between P and R.
It is a nonnegative quantity, being a Kullback-Leibler
divergence, that measures how closely the reverse process
emulates the forward process when conditioned on the
class C.
Directly class averaging the entropy difference of Eq. (16)
gives the following.

Theorem 1. Nominal Class Fluctuation Theorem
(NCFT):

〈Σ〉C = ΘC + ΨC (19)

= ln P (C)
R(C) + DKL [P || R]C .

When Sec. IV considers refinements of the Second Law,
this equality proves its worth in describing the average
entropy difference while conveniently isolating the pre-

cise trajectory information into the nonnegative class
irreversibility.

Turning now to exponential class averages, we have a
fruitful identity:

〈
e−ψC

〉
C

=
∫
d−→z P (−→z |C)R(−→z |C)

P (−→z |C)

=
∫
d−→z R(−→z |C)

= 1 .

And, Eq. (16) gives:〈
e−Σ〉

C
=
〈
e−ΘC−ψC

〉
C

= e−ΘC
〈
e−ψC

〉
C
.

Combining these yields the following.

Theorem 2. Exponential Class Fluctuation Theorem
(ECFT):

〈e−Σ〉C = e−ΘC

= R(C)
P (C) . (20)

The equality’s significance lies in relating the entropy dif-
ference to the rather simple class reverse surprisal without
any possibly-detailed specification of trajectory probabili-
ties beyond the class probabilities. We use it, shortly, to
develop straightforward equalities about entropy differ-
ence, work, free energy changes, and forward and reverse
class probabilities.

C. Scope

The TCFT spans a large collection of fluctuation theorems.
By choosing C to be all possible trajectories −→Z , we obtain
the ensemble fluctuation theorems. That is:

Θ−→Z = ln P (−→Z )
R(−→Z )

= 0

and:

Ψ−→Z = DKL [P || R]−→Z .
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So that:

〈Σ〉−→Z = DKL [P || R]−→Z and〈
e−Σ〉−→

Z = e−0

= 1 .

These recover the ensemble fluctuation theorems of Eqs.
(10) and (14).
Consider the opposite extreme, letting C consist of a
single trajectory. Then:

Θ−→z = ln P (−→z )
R(−→z )

and:

Ψ−→z = DKL [P || R]{−→z }
= 0 .

And, so:

Σ(−→z ) = 〈Σ〉−→z

= ln P (−→z )
R(−→z ) ,

recovering the DFT of Eq. (8).

Considering any proper subset C ⊂ −→Z in C generally
identifies a new set of FTs—the TCFT applied to the more
refined class C. See Sec. VII for examples. Moreover,
such classes can be arbitrarily small and close to the
cardinality of a single-trajectory class.
However, issues arise when working with classes of zero
probability. Examples include classes consisting of exactly
a single trajectory. For example, the class irreversibil-
ity, let alone a class-conditioned trajectory probability,
becomes ill-defined. We assumed that our trajectories
have finite probability densities defined on them. Even
if we allowed finite probability singleton classes, though,
there will always be many singleton classes with zero
probability and, therefore, many classes generally with
zero probability. And so, in these cases, the preceding
analysis of C = {−→z } is suspect.
One way to rectify this has practical appeal. If one has
interest in a trajectory class C with P (C) = 0, one can
consider a second trajectory class C ′ ⊃ C that is nearly
identical to C except for extensions in some dimensions of
trajectory space such that P (C ′) > 0. For example, given
an interest in all trajectories that pass through a specific
state at a particular time, one might instead consider
all trajectories that pass through a small but nonzero-
measure range of states at that time. Then, one considers
the TCFT applied to the broadened class in place of

the original. Since it is necessary that experimentally-
sampled classes have nonzero probability in any case, this
approach is attractive. The remaining art is to choose
and use an appropriate alternative class C ′ for the class
C of interest.
Carrying this further, a second possibility suggests it-
self. One that is perhaps more satisfying theoretically.
Consider a limiting procedure that applies the TCFT to
smaller and smaller classes containing a class of interest.
To give one such scheme, consider a trajectory class C ∈ C
and a sequence of classes C1, C2, . . . ∈ C such that:

• C1 ⊇ C2 ⊇ . . . ,
• ∩nCn = C , and
• P (Cn) > 0 for all n .

Then consider Eqs. (19) and (20) for each Cn and limiting
behavior as n→∞ for any results of interest.
As an example, consider the class C of trajectories with
work value W̃ generated by a process:

C = {−→z |W (−→z ) = W̃} .

If the work distribution’s values are continuous for the
process, then each particular work value has zero prob-
ability of occurring. However, consider a class C ′ that
allows a range of works:

C ′ = {−→z |W̃ − ε < W (−→z ) < W̃ + ε} ,

for some ε > 0. Such a class generically has nonzero
probability and can be used in place of C.
Considering Thm. 2’s ECFT with equilibrium privileged
distributions, we have:〈

e−β(W−∆F eq)
〉
C′

= R(C ′)
P (C ′) .

As ε decreases, the work distribution for C ′ necessarily
narrows, so that e−β(W−∆F eq) approaches e−β(W̃−∆F eq).
And, if the work distribution is well-behaved, then R(C ′)
and P (C ′) will eventually shrink at constant proportions.
In this case, R(C ′)/P (C ′) converges to a ratio of work
densities at W̃ .
This procedure recovers Crooks’ work fluctuation theorem
[4]:

e−β(W−∆F eq) = R(W )
P (W ) , (21)

where P (W ) and R(W ) are the probability densities of
obtaining work W in the forward and reverse processes,
respectively. Note that the physical reverse representation
considers time reversed trajectories and, hence, negative
work values for the reverse process.
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IV. STRENGTHENING THE SECOND LAW

Having established the TCFT and outlined how it sub-
sumed existing fluctuation theorems, the following turns
attention to bounds on the entropy difference that are
similar to but stronger than the the Second Law. For
these, we need only determine, experimentally or compu-
tationally, the probabilities of trajectories in the forward
and reverse processes. First, we find a Second Law for
individual trajectory classes. Second, this yields a fluctu-
ation theorem involving multiple trajectory classes that
together partition all trajectories. And, this then iden-
tifies the Trajectory Partition Second Law that sets a
strictly stronger bound on the ensemble-average entropy
difference than the traditional Second Law.

A. Trajectory Class Second Law

Discarding the class-average class irreversibility ΨC in Eq.
(19)—a nonnegative quantity—gives the trajectory class
second law (TCSL):

〈Σ〉C ≥ ΘC

= ln P (C)
R(C) . (22)

Thus, the class reverse surprisal ΘC—a quantity not
depending on precise trajectory information—bounds the
class averaged entropy difference 〈Σ〉C .

This is similar to Eq. (11)’s Second Law that bounds
the ensemble averaged entropy difference to be nonneg-
ative. However, Eq. (22) is more precise since it uses
more information—the class probabilities in the forward
and reverse processes. Section IVC elaborates on this
advantage over the ensemble Second Law.

Equation (19) says that the average entropy difference
〈Σ〉C is close to the class reverse surprisal ΘC when the
class-average class irreversibility ΨC is small. Appendix
B shows that having such a small class irreversibility
is equivalent to the class C having a narrow entropy-
difference distribution.

B. Trajectory Partition Fluctuation Theorem

Now partition all trajectories −→Z into classes forming the
collection Q of classes. Then averaging Eq. (19) over all
classes in Q gives an equality obtained in Ref. [20] that

can be generalized to arbitrary privileged distributions:

〈Σ〉−→Z =
∑
C∈Q

P (C)〈Σ〉C

=
∑
C∈Q

P (C)(ΘC + ΨC)

= 〈Θ〉Q + ΨQ , (23)

where the partition averaged class reverse surprisal is:

〈Θ〉Q ≡
∑
C∈Q

P (C)ΘC

= DKL [P || R]Q .

This is a Kullback-Leibler divergence over classes in the
partition:

DKL [P || R]Q ≡
∑
C∈Q

P (C) ln P (C)
R(C) . (24)

And, where the partition-class averaged class irreversibil-
ity is:

ΨQ ≡
∑
C∈Q

P (C)ΨC

=
∑
C∈Q

P (C) DKL [P || R]C ,

a weighted sum of divergences. So, the ensemble av-
erage entropy difference decomposes into the mismatch
between forward and reverse class probabilities plus the
mismatch between specific forward and reverse trajectory
probabilities in a class, averaged over all classes.

C. Trajectory Partition Second Law

Since divergences are nonnegative, Eq. (23) leads di-
rectly to the trajectory partition second law (TPSL) by
discarding the partition-class averaged class irreversibility
ΨQ:

〈Σ〉−→Z ≥ 〈Θ〉Q
= DKL [P || R]Q , (25)

where, notably, the RHS leaves out detailed trajectory
information, relying only on class probabilities. One can
use this expression to bound the entropy difference of
a system from a wide array of limited observations of
the system. This includes coarse graining time [21, 22],
system state space [15, 21, 22], as well as many other
possibilities [23–25].
The information that is left out in going from Eq. (23)
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to Eq. (25) is the class irreversibility averaged over all
trajectories in a class and then averaged over all classes
in the partition. So, in accordance with Sec. IVA, if the
classes are chosen to have narrow entropy-difference dis-
tributions, the class reverse surprisals will tightly bound
the ensemble average entropy difference. Specifically, Eq.
(25) is a tight-bound.
Contrast this with Eq. (11)’s ensemble Second Law. Since
it only states that the average entropy difference 〈Σ〉−→Z is
nonnegative, the trajectory partition second law always
provides a nonnegative improvement over the Second Law
in estimating ensemble-average entropy differences.
To emphasize, Eq. (25)’s TPSL can be made arbitrarily
tight by considering finer and finer partitions Q whose
classes have narrower and narrower entropy-difference
distributions, independent of the process and how poorly
Eq. (11) bounds the average entropy difference.
That said, partitioning trajectories into finer classes com-
plicates solving for and relating class probabilities. Ide-
ally, there is middle ground with a relatively simplified
partition composed of classes that carry sufficient informa-
tion about the trajectory probabilities to tightly-bound
the average entropy difference. Reference [14] provides
a compelling example of the experimental usefulness of
this result, as it uses naturally defined classes to obtain
strong work estimates for trajectories in experimentally
implemented bit erasure in a flux qubit.

V. FREE ENERGIES VIA
CONSTANT-DIFFERENCE CLASSES

Paralleling the bounds on work production derived from
the Second Law, Eq. (9) converts the bounds just ob-
tained into statements involving works and free energy
differences. Thus, determining a bound on the average
work required either when conditioned on a single tra-
jectory class or for all trajectories requires obtaining the
free-energy differences. The following show how to find the
free-energy difference given access to the work statistics
for the forward experiment and trajectory class statistics
for both the forward and reverse experiment. For both
cases examined, the trajectories in the class all have the
same free-energy difference. The resulting free-energy
difference applies to all forward and reverse process pairs
with the same privileged distributions. We then consider
a metastable process for an example application.

A. Constant Free-Energy Differences

Equilibrium privileged distributions lead to a constant
free-energy difference over all trajectories: the equilibrium

free energy change. For any pair of forward and reverse
experiments, different choices of privileged distribution
lead to free-energy differences that vary over trajectories.
For that matter, yet other choices also lead to free energy
differences that generally are not constant over all trajec-
tories. And, this precludes obtaining relations such as Eq.
(15) from an ensemble average. By focusing on trajectory
classes of constant free-energy difference, though, we can
nonetheless extract these free energies from class averages
and thus obtain a useful relationship between them.
Suppose every trajectory in class C has the same free-
energy difference ∆fC . Then, we can extract ∆fC from
the class average of the exponential entropy difference:〈

e−Σ〉
C

=
〈
e−β(W−∆fC)

〉
C

= eβ∆fC
〈
e−βW

〉
C
.

Then, Eq. (20)’s exponential class fluctuation theorem:

eβ∆fC
〈
e−βW

〉
C

= e−ΘC ,

gives:

∆fC = −β−1 ln〈e−βW 〉C + β−1 ln R(C)
P (C) . (26)

This relates free-energy differences to statistics on works
and class probabilities. Note that the derivation leading
to Eq. (15)’s Jarzynski’s Equality can be seen as the
above method for the special case of C = −→Z .

B. Metastable Processes

Having established Eq. (26), we now demonstrate its
application to finding the change in ensemble-average free
energy for a particular type of process.
Consider an energy landscape Et at time t that is par-
titioned into regions—metastable regions—separated by
high energy barriers. Each such metastable region repre-
sents a information storing mesostate, or memory state.
For a system prepared in any such a metastable region,
the barriers severely limit the chance of escape over some
timescale. They also ensure that at a much shorter
timescale, the system will locally equilibrate to a sta-
ble, though not truly equilibrium, distribution.
Compare this to preparing the system in the true equilib-
rium distribution over all of its phase space. Observing
the system’s microstate at some instant will find it in
some metastable region m ⊆ Z. And, after some time,
it will evolve into the local equilibrium distribution for
that region of microstate space. Since transitions are
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very unlikely for a much longer time, however, the system
likely will remain in that metastable region. This is true,
of course, regardless of whether we observed the system
from its initial equilibrium distribution or not. Thus, the
local equilibrium distribution for the region must match
the global equilibrium distribution inside the region up
to normalization.
A similar conclusion is reached for systems prepared in ar-
bitrary distributions over all of phase space and allowed to
locally equilibrate in Et. For each region, the distribution
must match the local equilibrium distribution up to nor-
malization and, thus, the equilibrium distribution in that
region. Thus, for such a locally equilibrated (metastable)
distribution κ we have:

κ(z) = k(m(z))πt(z) ,

where m(z) is the metastable region for microstate z
and k is a function of metastable region. Specifically,
k(m) is the ratio between the equilibrium probability of
metastable region m and the probability of that region
within the privileged metastable distribution:

k(m) = κ(m)
πt(m) ,

where the distribution over the metastable region is de-
fined as κ(m) ≡

∫
z∈m dz κ(z).

This means that all system states in the region have the
same free energy. That is, for z ∈ m:

f(z;κ,Et) = Et(z) + β−1 ln κ(z)
= Et(z) + β−1 ln k(m(z))πt(z)
= Et(z) + β−1 ln k(m(z))e−β(Et(z)−F eq

t )

= β−1 ln κ(m(z))
πt(m(z)) + F eq

t .

Thus, the free energy for a locally equilibrated distribution
over a metastable region is the free energy of any state in
the region.
This further simplifies if we identify the memory state
free energy

Fmem
t (m) ≡ F eq

t − β−1 ln πt(m) , (27)

as the fixed contribution of a particular memory state
to the free energy. The free energy is thus simply the
free energy of the memory state plus the surprisal of that
memory state:

f(z;κ,Et) = Fmem
t (m(z)) + β−1 ln κ(m(z)) .

When averaged over all metastable regions with distribu-

tion κ, this returns a familiar expression [15] for average
nonequilibrium free energy:

〈f〉Z(κ,Et) =
∑
m

κ(m)Fmem
t (m)−HM (κ) ,

where HM (κ) ≡ −
∑
m κ(m) ln κ(m) is the Shannon en-

tropy of the memory state measured in [nats].
This decomposition offers an entree to the problem of eval-
uating work production of a computation whose control
protocol ~λ must start in a particular initial configuration
λ(0) and end in a particular final configuration λ(τ). If
their respective energy landscapes E0 and Eτ are not well
understood, aside from their metastable memory states
{m}, we can still extract bounds on work production
using the TCFT. We wish to derive the ensemble average
free energy change for such a metastable process so that
we can, using Eq. (12), bound the work invested in the
forward experiment by the free energy difference:

〈W 〉−→Z ≥ 〈∆f〉−→Z (28)
= 〈∆Fmem〉−→Z − β∆HM .

The second term on the righthand side is simply Lan-
dauer’s bound. The bound is obeyed by any computation
where all memory states have the same accessible free
energy. It can be determined simply from the computa-
tion’s logical mapping from input to output. The first
term captures the free energy contribution of each state
and is specific to the particular physical instantiation of
the memory. Note that we obtain this bound by choosing
the second privileged distribution to be the same as the
final-time distribution after it has relaxed into metastable
equilibrium:

σ(z) = ρτ (m(z))
πτ (m(z))πτ (z) .

This falls short of the strictest bound on entropy produc-
tion, which comes from setting σ = ρτ , as it ignores the
contributions to free energy that come from nonequilib-
rium distributions within any metastable region.
To see how this works, consider an information-storing
biomolecule whose configurational space is too complex
to model but which robustly holds certain metastable
memory states. With the results here, one can obtain
refined bounds for the work production without knowing
the exact details of the underlying Hamiltonian. This is
similar to what was done to obtain the change in free
energy of RNA through stretching [8, 10]. However, it
comes with the added possibility of multiple functional
state-space configurations. The following describes how to
use a set of metastable forward and reverse experiments
to set stronger bounds on information processing.
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For a computation, the observables of relevance are the
initial memory state m and final memory state m′. This
leads to a natural trajectory class that simply records
where the system starts and ends:

Cm,m′ = {−→z |−→z (0) ∈ m,−→z (τ) ∈ m′} .

All trajectories within one class must all have the same
free-energy difference if we choose the privileged distribu-
tions ρ and σ of our forward and reverse experiment to
be metastable. As a result, we can express the free energy
difference for this trajectory class in terms of the input
and output memory states by considering −→z ∈ Cm,m′ :

∆fCm,m′ = f(−→z (τ);σ,Eτ )− f(−→z (0); ρ,E0)

= Fmem
τ (m′)− Fmem

0 (m) + β−1 ln σ(m′)
ρ(m) .

In the special case where the forward and reverse experi-
ment start with uniform distributions over memory states,
ρ(m) = σ(m′) and the change in memory state free energy
is equal to the free energy difference.

However, regardless of the metastable privileged distri-
butions used, we recover memory state free-energy differ-
ences via Eq. (26), using the work production probabili-
ties, and memory state probabilities:

Fmem
τ (m′)− Fmem

0 (m) =− β−1 ln〈e−βW 〉Cm,m′

+ β−1 ln R(Cm,m′)ρ(m)
P (Cm,m′)σ(m′) .

If the protocol is cyclical, such that Eτ = E0, then we can
fully characterize the memory-state free-energy landscape
with |M| − 1 trajectory classes, where M is the set of
metastable regions of the initial-final energetic landscape.
Otherwise, the free energy landscapes can be determined
by considering |M1|+ |M2| − 1 trajectory classes, where
M1 and M2 are the sets of metastable regions of the
initial and final landscapes.

With the free energy landscapes determined, it becomes
straightforward to set strong bounds on not only the com-
putation that resulted from the original experiment with
~λ and ρ, but any computation that starts in a metastable
distribution q with initial parameter λ(0) and final param-
eter λ(τ). Specifically, if the computation is the stochastic
map pm→m′—the conditional probability of arriving in
m′ given that the state started in m—then the work is
bounded by:

〈W 〉−→Z ≥
∑
m′

q′(m′)Fmem
τ (m′)−

∑
m

q(m)Fmem
0 (m)

+HM (q)−HM (q′) .

Here, q′ is the final memory-state distribution resulting
from the computation:

q′(m′) =
∑
m

q(m)pm→m′ .

Thus, TCFT’s characterization of metastable memory-
state free energies for a single experiment gives much
stronger bounds on the work production for a wide suite
of possible thermodynamic computations. This signif-
icantly strengthens the Second Law as applied to the
thermodynamics of computation.

VI. STATISTICAL FREEDOM FROM THE
TYRANNY OF THE RARE

When estimating statistical quantities from data, rare
events can dominate sample averages [12, 13]. Consider
the following case in point. By estimating the exponential
average work

〈
e−βW

〉
−→
Z for a thermodynamic transfor-

mation from data, one can estimate the equilibrium free
energy difference ∆F eq via Eq. (15)’s Jarzynski’s Equality.
However, this can require thorough sampling of very rare
events [12]. The ECFT of Eq. (20) can aid in solving this
statistical challenge by removing consideration of these
rare but possibly energy- or work-dominant trajectories.

A. Tyranny of the Rare

Consider the following example 1D system with two flat
wells A and B. Place an arbitrarily high barrier between
them so that all particles in a given well stay there. The
two wells start at energies:

EA = −β−1 ln(2(1− ε))

and:

EB = −β−1 ln(2ε) ,

respectively, where 0 < ε� 1 and the energy everywhere
else is arbitrarily large.
Start the system in equilibrium over the two wells so that
the probabilities of starting in the wells are:

P (A) = 1− ε

and:

P (B) = ε .

Now, raise well A and lower well B to end at 0 energy.
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Consider two trajectory classes: CA and CB for trajecto-
ries that are in the A and B wells, respectively, during
the process.
The work invested for either class is simply the change in
energy of the corresponding well since the energy barrier
is high enough that system states do not cross between
wells during the control protocol:

WA = β−1 ln(2(1− ε))
WB = β−1 ln(2ε) .

The resulting integral fluctuation theorem yields:〈
e−βW

〉
−→
Z = P (A)

〈
e−βW

〉
A

+ P (B)
〈
e−βW

〉
B
,

where:

P (A)
〈
e−βW

〉
A

= (1− ε) 1
2(1− ε)

= 1
2 ,

and:

P (B)
〈
e−βW

〉
B

= ε
1
2ε

= 1
2 .

So, the total exponential average work is:〈
e−βW

〉
−→
Z = 1 ,

and, thus, by Eq. (15) the equilibrium free energy change
vanishes.
In this situation, the probabilities of the two classes are
highly uneven with class B having only ε probability.
However, B accounts for 1/2 of the total exponential
average work. This means that an accurate statistical
estimate of the change in equilibrium free energy via
sampling such a process is highly dependent on rare events.
Specifically, even though the true free energy change is
0, it would likely be estimated as β−1 ln 2 with small
enough ε. It converges to the true value only with very
large samples of the rare class B. Thus, the variance
of estimated values for the change in equilibrium free
energy is large for finitely sampled experiments. Typically,
estimates will be misleading.

B. Circumventing Tyranny

The TCFT solves this problem using appropriate trajec-
tory classes. To see how, consider forward and reverse
processes with arbitrary privileged distributions and, thus,

arbitrary free-energy differences. This requires a trajec-
tory class C of constant free-energy difference. However,
the latter is automatically guaranteed for any class with
equilibrium privileged distributions, as in the example
above.
We focus on Eq. (26), moving away from Jarzynski’s
Equality in Eq. (15). This expands the required estima-
tors from simply the exponential average work to also
include the forward and reverse process probabilities of
class C. Moreover, the exponential average work is now
conditioned on C. Thus, we determine or select sampled
data that comes exactly from class C; just as necessary for
an experiment on the reverse process. However, we need
C to be such that the class average of the exponential
work, the forward probability of the class, and the reverse
probability of the class are statistically easy to estimate.
This was situation in the example above, assuming sam-
pling trajectories from class A. First, note that A has
very high probability 1− ε, so estimating its probability
from data is statistically easy. Second, its class average
exponential work is also easily estimated since the class
itself is highly likely and its work distribution is narrow.
This leaves estimating the reverse class probability. In
this, we choose our second privileged distribution to be
the equilibrium distribution for the final-time energy land-
scape and so solve for the equilibrium free-energy change,
as desired. This, then, fully specifies the reverse pro-
cess. Since the equilibrium free-energy change vanishes,
Eq. (26) says the reverse-process probability of class A is
R(A) = 1/2. In this way, since A is likely in the reverse
process, it too is easily estimated.
The resulting estimate of the free-energy change via the
TCFT is indeed much more statistically robust and parsi-
monious. Reference [13] gives a detailed analysis focusing
on improvements in reducing the bias. The preceding
approach also reduces the variance. We report on this
improvement elsewhere.

VII. RELATED RESULTS

We now turn to the burgeoning collection fluctuation
theorems, showing how various established results are
special cases of the TCFT.
As noted above, existing fluctuation theorems are special
cases of the TCFT. Equation (9) of Ref. [13] is closest
to the TCFT’s generality. It has a form similar to Eq.
(20), but is a special case that applies only to trajec-
tory classes distinguished by measurements of the system
microstate at a finite number of times. In fact, for the
continuous-time processes we work with, this special case
is a significant limitation conceptually, at the very least.
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In addition, we can derive key results from Ref. [26]
from the TCFT. Set the privileged distributions to be
equilibrium distributions, so that Σ(−→z ) = W (−→z )−∆F eq

for each −→z ∈ −→Z . As in Ref. [26], consider a particular
time t and a partition of the system microstates into K
subsets {χj}j for j ∈ 1, . . . ,K. Then, set each class Cj
to be all trajectories that visit a subset χj at time t. χj is
effectively represented by class Cj . Specifically, where ρj
is the probability of the system being in the χj at time t:

ρj = P (Cj) .

Using C†j = {−→z †|−→z ∈ Cj}, we find χ̃†j to be effectively
represented by all trajectories that pass through χ̃†j at
time τ − t. That is:

ρ̃j = R′(C†j )
= R(Cj) .

This yields Ref. [26]’s Eqs. (6) and (7) from Eqs. (20)
and (26), respectively, and its Eq. (8) from Eq. (25).

The main results of Ref. [27] can be seen as special
cases of Ref. [26]’s and, therefore, of the TCFT. We first
consider a protocol λ that runs from time t′ = 0 to t′ = τ .
We then pick a particular time 0 ≤ t ≤ τ and define a
new protocol λ′ that runs from t′ = 0 to t′ = 2t. We
let λ′(t′) = λ(t′) for 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t and λ′(t′) = λ′(t) for
t ≤ t′ ≤ 2t. We start the system in a forward process for
λ′ in the same distribution as the original forward process,
and we start the reverse process in equilibrium. Since the
protocol λ′ is constant over time t ≤ t′ ≤ 2t, the system
state distribution at time t in the reverse process must be
equilibrium as well. Thus, by choosing {χj}j = Z, from
Ref. [26]’s Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) we obtain Ref. [27]’s
Eqs. (6), (8), and (9), respectively.

Reference [9]’s main theoretical result can also be ob-
tained simply as a special case of the TCFT. Consider
two arbitrary functions of system state a and b and a
particular value of work W . Then, let the trajectory class
C be the set of trajectories that obtain work W while
satisfying particular values for a and b at times t = 0 and
t = τ , respectively. With this choice, Eq. (20) reduces to
Eq. (1) of Ref. [9].

Finally, Ref. [28]’s Eqs. (7) and (8) follow from Eq. (20)
by considering the process of bit erasure and considering
trajectory classes defined by trajectories either ending in
the target well or its opposite, respectively.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The preceding provided guidance when selecting appro-
priate trajectory classes for a given process of interest.
To achieve a much stronger bound on entropy difference
than the traditional ensemble-average Second Law, Sec.
IVC proposed choosing a partition of all trajectories into
classes that was both refined and that resulted in narrow
entropy difference distributions for each class. And, to
avoid dominating rare events (Sec. VI), we recommended
classes that are common in both the forward and reverse
processes and that have narrow entropy-difference distri-
butions. That said, specific procedures to identify classes
effective for arbitrary processes remain an open problem.
What does this look like in practice? Reference [14] exper-
imentally investigated efficient bit erasure in a nanoscale
flux qubit device. We found a natural partition of tra-
jectories into classes that served well both to strengthen
the Second Law and to dissect the entire process work
distribution. The latter identified simple components char-
acterizing the full work distribution’s features—features
functionally critical to efficient bit erasure.
The three trajectory classes captured the dominant meso-
scopic activity, or how the information processing of bit
erasure actually occurs. To take an example, one of
these trajectory classes was responsible for the log-linear
ramp in the work probability distribution associated with
potential-energy barrier crossing. In fact, refining this
class further by occupation time of the two wells during
the key untilt substage decomposed the ramp system-
atically and substantially improved work and entropy
difference bounds. Slicing up this ramp however finely
improved the bounds further and further. We conjecture
that these natural decompositions of complex thermody-
namic processes—into their mesoscopically distinct trajec-
tory classes—generally provide trajectory classes useful
for accurate and functional thermodynamic analysis.
Finally, trajectory classes of zero measure present a chal-
lenging problem. On the one hand, fluctuation theorems
as early and well-known as Crooks’ work fluctuation the-
orem in Eq. (21) rely on such zero measure classes. And,
as Sec. III C showed, it can be derived in a limiting
method of nonzero measure classes. On the other hand,
while something like the method presented there may be
assumed in a traditional derivation of the theorem, as
in Ref. [4], it was not made explicit in the latter. Ad-
ditionally, as Sec. III C pointed out as well, the DFT of
Eq. (8) follows from the TCFT for a class of a single
trajectory. Of course, since this class has zero measure, it
requires a more careful derivation as well, strictly speak-
ing. However, this also seems more an issue of formality
that does not compromise the physical content of the way
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the TCFT and, for that matter, Crook’s DFT are seen
to hold. We conjecture that the TCFT formalism can be
strengthened to seamlessly address zero-measure classes.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the TCFT’s core theory. With it, we de-
tailed a path to solving for free energy differences more
efficiently and for solving for new types of free energies.
We also showed how to strengthen the Second Law in the
presence of even impoverished knowledge of any nonequi-
librium and dissipative process. This led to a suite of new
results that further advance understanding how micro-
scopic dynamics underpin nonequilibrium thermodynam-
ics.
We also showed how the TCFT fits more broadly within
the ranks of fluctuation theorems. It unifies many pre-
viously known results, spans the detailed and integral
fluctuation theorems, and is rooted in the same concep-
tual foundation of time symmetries on small dynamical
systems.
Follow-on efforts will expand on the way that the TCFT
breaks free energy estimation from the tyranny of rare
events. This will also clarify the role of metastable free
energies in describing experimentally-inaccessible free en-
ergies of interest and related thermodynamic costs. Via
explicit examples, this will also showcase how the TCFT
solves for these metastable free energies.
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Appendix A: Alternative TCFT Derivations

Equation (20)’s Exponential Class Fluctuation Theorem
(ECFT ) can be derived from at least two prior results—
from path ensemble averaging and from a master fluctua-
tion theorem.

1. Path Ensemble Average

We first give a derivation from a generalization of Crooks’
Path Ensemble Average to arbitrary privileged distribu-
tions. The Path Ensemble Average result is expressed in
Eq. (15) of Ref. [29]:

〈Fe−Σ(−→z )〉F = 〈F̂〉R′ .

Here, F is an arbitrary trajectory functional, F̂ is its time
reverse, defined by F̂(−→z ) = F(−→z †), and 〈·〉y denotes a
trajectory ensemble average over the forward (y = F ) or
physical reverse representation of the reverse (y = R′)
processes.

We first convert to the formal reverse representation for
convenience: 〈

F̂
〉
R′

=
∫
d−→z R′(−→z )F(−→z †)

=
∫
d−→z R(−→z †)F(−→z †)

=
∫
d−→z R(−→z )F(−→z )

= 〈F〉R ,

where R denotes that the average is taken over the formal
reverse representation of the reverse process. This gives:

〈Fe−Σ(−→z )〉F = 〈F〉R . (A1)

Consider an arbitrary trajectory class C ∈ C. Then let
F(−→z ) = [−→z ∈ C]—C’s characteristic function—for all
−→z ∈

−→
Z . Then the LHS of Eq. (A1) becomes:∫

d−→z P (−→z )[−→z ∈ C]e−Σ(−→z )

=
∫
C

d−→z P (−→z |C)P (C)e−Σ(−→z )

= P (C)
∫
C

d−→z P (−→z |C)e−Σ(−→z )

= P (C)
〈
e−Σ〉

C
.

Equation (A1)’s RHS is simply R(C). Combining yields
Eq. (20), showing that the exponential class fluctuation
theorem is the path or trajectory ensemble average of a
characteristic function [−→z ∈ C].
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2. Master Fluctuation Theorem

For Langevin dynamics, invoke Ref. [17]’s Master Fluctu-
ation Theorem:〈

g({Sα})e−Σ〉
F

=
〈
g({εαS†α)}

〉
R′ .

This is Eq. (78) there. {Sα} is a set of functions of
the system microstate trajectories for the forward process.
{S†α} is a corresponding set of functions of the trajectories
for the reverse process with the following relationship:
S†α(−→z †) = εαSα(−→z ), where εα = ±1. And, g is any
function of the set {Sα}.
To derive the ECFT, we consider the singleton {Sα(−→z )} =
{[−→z ∈ C]}. We then define S†α(−→z ) = [−→z † ∈ C], giving
S†α(−→z †) = [−→z ∈ C] = Sα(−→z ) and εα = 1. Then, set g to
be the identity, obtaining:〈

[−→z ∈ C]e−Σ〉
F

=
〈

[−→z † ∈ C]
〉
R′
.

This is now in the form of Crooks’ Path Ensemble Average
for F(−→z ) = [−→z ∈ C].

Appendix B: Irreversibility as Entropy-Difference
Variability

The following shows that the average class irreversibil-
ity ΨC tracks the variability of entropy difference when
small. Moreover, ΨC and variability both necessarily go
to zero together. And so, the TCFT shows that finding
a class with a narrow entropy-difference distribution is

tantamount to minimizing the class irreversibility and
class-average entropy difference.

First, translate Σ into x = Σ− 〈Σ〉C , its difference from
its average:

〈e−Σ〉C = 〈e−x〉C e−〈Σ〉C .

Then, Taylor expand:

〈e−x〉C =
∞∑
n=0

(−1)n
n! 〈x

n〉C

= 1 + a ,

with:

a ≡
∞∑
n=2

(−1)n
n! 〈x

n〉C

≥ 0 .
When Σ’s variability is small, the x are typically small
and the second order term

〈
x2〉

C
dominates in a. a is,

then, the variance of Σ over C.

Then, using Eqs. (20) and (16), we have:

e−ΘC = (1 + a)e−ΘC−ΨC .

This gives:

ΨC = ln(1 + a) .

Since a goes as the variance, ΨC is also a measure of Σ’s
variability in C in the small variability limit.
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